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This study uses statistical techniques to compare the Roman numeral analysis of the first phrase 
in each of the 24 preludes composed by Johann Sebastian Bach and 24 preludes of corresponding 
key composed by Frederic Chopin. Bach composed a book of 24 preludes, The Well Tempered 
Clavier, consisting of a prelude in each major and minor key. Chopin also composed 24 preludes 
in each key throughout his career. Initially, this study will use Roman numeral analysis and other 
music theory techniques to analyze the first phrase of these works. Statistical methods will then 
be used to describe and compare, by key, elements of each Chopin and Bach prelude. The music 
analysis will be done by hand for the first phrase of each of the 48 pieces. The statistical analysis 
will focus on certain musical features, specifically chord frequency, chord progression, and non-
chord tone frequency and use hypothesis tests and confidence intervals to quantify their 
differences. The results will include a graphical summary of each separate piece, composer, and 
comparisons of each. The results will also include p-values that illustrate the closeness of the 
musical elements being studied. This study will show how the relationship of these specific 
components of the compositions can be portrayed, and will determine how much statistical 
similarity there is between the components being studied. It will generally demonstrate how 
elements of musical compositions can be observed and measured statistically. 
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Literature Review 
Mathematics and Music 
Many people have analyzed music using different mathematical methods ranging from 
group theory to geometry to statistics. Within these different approaches, many different 
elements and types of music have been analyzed. Among other elements, researchers have 
considered pitches, frequencies, spacing, key, dynamics, and chords.  
In an article titled The Math Behind the Music, Leon Harkleroad (2006) analyzes whether 
math and music are actually as similar as they appear to be. He says that math is the science of 
patterns, which is why we can find mathematics in music (Harkleroad, 2006). He analyzes music 
through three symmetric options- transpositions, inversion, and retrograde (Harkleroad, 2006). 
He also extensively uses neo-Riemannian set theory, which is the application of group theory to 
chords (Harkleroad, 2006). He observes how the Fourier series explains the origin of scales and 
chords (Harkleroad, 2006). This is an example of how group theory can apply to music theory 
and other musical elements. 
Norman Sanger (1984), in Early Models in the Quantitative Analysis of Tonal Music, 
addresses how music theory uses scientific methods in formulating analytical procedures. The 
evaluation of analytic procedure has two outputs: the flexibility of analytic procedure and the 
evaluation of analytic procedures from the standpoint of scientific design (Sanger, 1984). The 
first quantitative analysis of music was in Germany two decades ago, and it measured pitch, 
interval and duration (Sanger, 1984). The sources include Jack Watson, Leon Brillouin, Wilhelm 
Fucks, Hans-Heinz Draeger. This paper outlines the operational definitions of quantitative 
analysis and tonal orientation being the result of total occurrence of each note and duration value 
(Sanger, 1984). 
 In Mathematics of Musical Rhythm, Bobby Kelly (2002) analyzes the rhythmic structures 
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of several music compositions. The researchers identified dominant frequencies and periodicities 
using the Discrete Fourier Transform and the Periodicity Transform (Kelly, 2002). Bobby Kelly 
(2002) uses the function u(x,t) to represent the displacement of a violin string at position x and 
time t. The author takes a look at the wave equation, musical rhythm in periods, and discrete vs. 
continuous signals from digital recordings. He looks at periodic functions and analyzes musical 
rhythm using the DFT (Kelly, 2002).  
Toiviainen and Eerola (2001) conduct a study seeking to classify music in common 
terms, reviewing distribution of pitches, intervals and durations. They transpose all melodies to a 
common key to make the results uniform. The research uses the self-organizing map (SOM), 
which is an “artificial neural network that simulates the process of self-organization in the central 
nervous system with a simple, yet effective, numerical algorithm” (Toiviainen and Eerola, 2001). 
This research will help refine what musical elements are important, and although I will not be 
addressing the SOM technology, it does show how to incorporate different types of computer 
programming, which is something I will be working with. 
 Alda De Jesus Oliveira (1997) conducted a study that looked at how often certain musical 
elements happen in a sample of folk songs from Bahia, Brazil. The researcher used a computer 
program designed specifically for this project, in addition to manual analysis to check the work 
done by the computer program (Oliveira, 1997). This study was completed for four reasons: to 
integrate Bahian songs into music curriculum, to develop procedures for determining musical 
characteristics, to develop analytical procedures to provide school music programs a foundation, 
and to develop more appropriate methods to address curriculum issues (Oliveira, 1997). 
All of the research mentioned are examples of how music can be analyzed using math. It 
is important to understand how some others have analyzed music using math in order to fully 
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assess the most effective way to analyze the music compositions specifically looked at in this 
research. Since the data in this research is more quantitative and frequency based, it follows to 
look at how others have analyzed music using statistics specifically. 
In another study, Logrippo and Stepien (1986) use cluster analysis, which is an attempt to 
classify a set of entities by similarity, from point of view of predefined characters. The research 
was limited to songs classified by scales, intervals, and melodic patterns in order to help classify 
modes (Logrippo and Stepien, 1986). The study analyzed melodic contour, rhythmic contour, 
and rhythmic pattern (Logrippo and Stepien, 1986). Logrippo and Stepien (1986) studied 100 
monophonic songs that were analyzed in a database, and performed statistical analysis 
concerning melodies, otherwise known as measure of closeness. They grouped songs in clusters 
(Logrippo and Stepien, 1986). Density is defined as denoting a proportion of notes or intervals in 
a song (Logrippo and Stepien, 1986). They calculated the percentage of playing time of note in 
relation to total playing time of the song (Logrippo and Stepien, 1986). The percentage of 
intervals is the number of semitones, and all notes are given the same weight (Logrippo and 
Stepien, 1986). 
David Temperley (2007) uses a version of Bayes’ formula to calculate the posterior 
probability of a musical structure given a musical surface. Surface is described as a 
representation of musical notes including the sequence of pitches and the timing of each note 
(Temperley, 2007). Structure refers to labeling, (key) of a surface (Temperley, 2007).  
Temperley (2007) analyzes monophonic music first, and polyphonic music second. He uses 
diagrams to represent phrase identification and structure, voice leading rules, and more 
(Temperley, 2007). This article will help me understand how another researcher has defined 
surface and structure, which will assist me in determining my own definitions. 
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Moelants (2000) uses correlation and variance analysis to examine musical scores and 
performances. He looks at one score, Karel Goeyvaerts’ “No. 1”, and three different 
performances of that score (Moelants, 2000). Initially, he transforms the score into numerical 
values (Moelants, 2000). He defines E(x) as the event of x, where x is the first or last event of a 
piece (Moelants, 2000). He defines many other functions such as the metric strength, performer 
plays, and variance of an event, unit number, note number, measure number, pitch, and duration 
(Moelants, 2000). All of these are then grouped into vectors together (Moelants, 2000). This 
helps the reader understand how to use functions in an analysis, and how to group the music into 
different functions and values. 
In another article by David Temperley (2013), he focuses on chords and whether some 
common practice principles are actually used and how often they are. The data is derived from 
the workbook where the analysis has already been completed in conventional Roman numeral 
notation (Temperley, 2013). The author created a table that measured each note, and the amount 
of time spent on each root; he also made a table looking at how often certain chords were 
followed by other chords (Temperley, 2013). The result of this test was an understanding that 
most of the conventional rules of harmony are, in fact, used (Temperley, 2013). This experiment 
offers assistance concerning how to sort certain data. (S) 
 In the most important contribution to this field, Dave Carlton (2012) analyzed the chords 
of 1300 pieces of popular music, and asked three different questions. First, are some keys more 
common than others? The research found that the most popular keys were C major and A minor 
(Carlton, 2012). Second, what are the most popular chords? This was answered by transposing 
all songs to a common key, and finding that the V chord was most common (Carlton, 2012). 
Third, what chord should come next? This article does not explain in depth exactly what type of 
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analysis was done, or how it was done, but I found the simplicity and application of the graphs to 
be immensely helpful. The graphs model a clear and effective way to display results in terms that 
others can easily understand.  
 All of these examples of analyzing music using statistics help to shape this 
research project and how it will be conducted. Although many people have analyzed music using 
math and statistics, no one has specifically looked at Bach and Chopin preludes. 
Bach and Chopin 
 This study uses statistics to compare preludes composed by Bach and Chopin, in 
particular. In order to understand why comparing these preludes is important and relevant, it is 
necessary to know brief history of both the composers and the musical styles from which they 
lived.  
 Bach was born on March 21, 1685 (Sherrane, 2010). Bach is regarded as one of the 
greatest composers of all time. He mastered the organ and violin at a young age (Sherrane, 
2010). He composed hundreds of pieces for solo keyboard, orchestras, trios for various 
instruments, and concertos (Sherrane, 2010). He composed polyphonic pieces, which are defined 
as music compositions employing two or more simultaneous but independent melodic lines 
(Polyphony). In 1749, Bach had surgery on his failing eyesight, and went totally blind as a result. 
Bach continued to compose, with the help of a pupil (Sherrane, 2010). He passed away from a 
stroke on July 28, 1750, marking the end of the Baroque era of music (Sherrane, 2010). 
 Chopin was born on March 1, 1810 (Sherrane, 2010). He is one of the best-known 
composers of the Romantic period. All of Chopin’s compositions were polyphonic and made for 
the piano (Sherrane, 2010). He has over 200 solo compositions for the piano, all representing his 
melodic style (Sherrane, 2010). He was the first composer to devote himself fully to the piano, 
and composed all types of pieces, including nocturnes, preludes, waltzes, polonaises, mazurkas, 
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and etudes (Libbey, 2010). His first composition was published at the age of 7, and he began 
performing at the age of 8. He died on October 17, 1849, at the age of 38 (Grimm, French, Pak, 
2014). 
 Although Bach and Chopin lived during very different musical times, it is interesting to 
consider whether their compositions have any similarities. Bach composed during the Baroque 
period and Chopin composed during the Romantic period. Historically, music is divided into 
periods, each with their own techniques and unique trends. The Baroque period began after the 
1600s, and lasted until 1750 (Heymann, 2014). During this period, composers started using more 
complex harmonic structures (Heymann, 2014). The Romantic period lasted from about 1820 to 
the early 20th century (Heymann, 2014). Composers began to experiment with less structured 
compositions, as well as using more dissonant harmonies (Heymann, 2014). During the 
Romantic period, the compositions Chopin composed were different types of compositions than 
the ones popular in the Baroque era. One of the overlapping genres of composition though, was 
the prelude.  
 A prelude is defined as a musical section or movement introducing the theme or chief 
subject (as of a fugue or suite) or serving as an introduction to an opera or oratorio (Prelude). 
Despite all the differences in the periods that Chopin and Bach lived, there is still symmetry in 
the preludes composed by each. There are many different ways to analyze their pieces to 
compare them. Some performers have attempted to compare the two composers through 
performance. Vladimir Feltsman gave a concert at Carnegie Hall in 2004, where he played Bach 
during the first half and Chopin during the second half of the performance (Kozinn, 2004). The 
article reviewing his performance said, ‘Bach and Chopin make an odd couple’ (Kozinn, 2004). 
Feltsman adjusted Bach a bit forward and Chopin a bit backward in time to meet in the middle, 
playing each piece more like a Classical piece (Kozinn, 2004). Feltsman played Bach’s music 
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with more crisp articulation in the dance movements, to sound more like a Classical era 
composition (Kozinn, 2004). Joao Carlos Martins and Arthur Moreira Lima took a similar 
approach in 1981 by playing Bach and Chopin preludes alternatively as a dialogue (Kozinn, 
2004). 
 Nicole Biamonte (2013) wrote a paper comparing Bach’s ‘Crucifixus’ and Chopin’s and 
Scriabin’s E-Minor Preludes. She was interested in the chain of influence that links these pieces, 
starting with Bach’s influence on Chopin, and then Chopin’s influence on Scriabin (Biamonte, 
2013). She has a table comparing different elements of each piece, including key, tempo, texture, 
bass line descent, and more (Biamonte, 2013).  
According to a bio about Chopin, Chopin went to Majorca in 1838, and carried some 
volumes of Bach’s music with him (Ericson, 2003). While he was on the island he completed his 
work of preludes, opus 28 (Ericson, 2003). This source states that Chopin’s preludes were 
‘evidently inspired by Bach’s keyboard preludes of The Well-tempered Clavier’ (Ericson, 2003) 
Chopin composed a prelude for each of the 24 keys, similar to Bach.  
Although people have tried to compare the preludes by Chopin and Bach in many 
different ways- through performance, music analysis, and historical details, no one has used 
statistics to compare them. Creating graphs and conducting statistical analysis using the data 
from all of the preludes by each composer is something completely new to the literary world, and 
would add to both statistics knowledge and musical knowledge of the composers. 
Significance 
The research in this paper attempts to answer the question of how statistically similar the 
first phrases of Bach’s and Chopin’s preludes are. The paper applies a statistical approach to 
analyze the relationship of the two composers’ works. This research contributes to the 
mathematics and music world by quantitatively analyzing something that is historically 
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qualitatively measured. One of the benefits of this is that it visually shows on a series of graphs 
how these specific works can be analyzed and compared, and it is accessible and easier for 
people that may not understand one or both of these subject areas to digest. There are many 
similarities in math and music, and this study seeks to identify the similarities and use them to 
statistically quantify the works of music. In addition, this research adds to the general discussion 
on how closely related Chopin’s preludes are to Bach’s, giving a perspective from a different 
lens. 
Hypotheses 
 Before I began the research in this paper, I had a number of hypotheses as to what my 
results would show. I predicted that: 
●  I would see a good deal of similarities between the works of the two composers. 
● When specifically looking at chord frequencies, the p-values found measuring the 
difference in proportion of chords used per piece would not be significant.  
● When looking at chord progression, the graphs would look more similar in the beginning 
and end, and the middle of the graph would look much different.  
● When measuring non-chord tones, there would be an inconclusive result. I thought some 
pieces may match in frequency of certain non chord tones, but I did not think there would 
be any conclusive patterns when it came to the usage of non chord tones. 
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Methodology 
Music Analysis 
 The initial step of the music analysis of each piece was to mark the end of the first 
phrase.  A phrase is defined as ‘a series of notes that sound complete even when played apart 
from the main song’ (Phrases and Cadences, 2000).  The ending of the first phrase can be found 
in a few different ways. Chord progressions often indicate the end of the first phrase. Phrases 
always end with a cadence and there are different types of cadences one might observe. One very 
common cadence for these specific time periods ends the phrase with a tonic chord. Another 
popular cadence ends the phrase with a V chord. By detecting the chord progressions, I could 
often find the phrase ending. Another common indicator of a phrase ending is hearing either a 
relatively conclusive ending or a ‘breath’ in the music. This is obviously more abstract, as every 
listener may hear things differently. My technique was to listen to each song and mark my initial 
impression of where the first phrase ended, and then go through the chord analysis and see if 
where I marked matched up with a common cadential chord progression. If it didn’t, I would 
listen again, and adjust where I put the phrase ending so both indications would match as best as 
possible. 
 When making use of a Roman numeral analysis, there are many different musical 
elements to consider. One of the most basic elements is a chord. When analyzing music, each 
diatonic triad is identified by a Roman numeral (Roman numeral Analysis: Triads, 2000). Each 
piece is based on a key, with the I chord, or tonic, being the chord whose root represents the key. 
Every chord beyond the tonic chord is also given a roman numeral based on the distance of the 
root of the chord from the tonic. I analyzed each first phrase, giving every different chord a 
Roman numeral.  
 When looking at chords, it is important to look at chord type, position, and quality. 
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Chords can be presented in a piece many different ways. Table 2.10 lists the different 
possibilities of chord position and the definition and explanation of what each type of chord 
position is. 
Table 2.10 
Root position The lowest note is the root of the chord (Triad Inversion, 2000) 
First 
inversion 
The lowest note is the third of the chord (Triad Inversion, 2000) 
Second 
inversion 
The lowest note is the fifth of the chord (Triad Inversion, 2000) 
Third 
inversion 
The lowest note is the seventh of the chord (this can only happen if the chord 
is a seventh chord) (Triad Inversion, 2000) 
 
 
Table 2.10 lists the different possibilities of chord type and the definition and explanation of 
what each type of chord is. 
Table 2.11 
Triad A chord with three notes, the root of the chord, the third and the fifth (Introduction to 
Chord, 2000) 
Seventh A chord with four notes, the root, third, fifth, and seventh (Introduction to Chord, 
2000) 




 For example, a tonic triad in the key of C major has C as the root of the chord. If it is in 
first inversion, it has an E as the lowest note. If it is in second inversion, it has a G as the lowest 
note. Table 2.12 is an example of this (Picture taken from http://i-love-
guitar.com/im/chords/chordinversionsymbols/triad-inversions.png).
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A chord with four notes (a seventh chord), with the seventh as the lowest note, is in third 
inversion. Table 2.13 is an example of inversions for a 7th chord. (Picture taken from http://i-
love-guitar.com/im/chords/chordinversionsymbols/7th-chord-inversions.png)
 
Finally, Table 2.14 is an example of the different types of chords. (Picture taken from 
http://guidetonelines.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/EXAMPLE-05.jpg).
 
 Chord quality is another important factor of an analysis. Each chord is assigned a quality 
based on the tones found in that chord. There are four different types of triad quality, and the 
Roman numeral assigned to that chord is altered based on the quality of the chord. Although I 
did not observe quality of chord specifically, it is another important factor that needs to be 
included in the initial analysis. Marking a chord with the wrong quality can lead to then finding 
the wrong non-chord tones, and so on. Table 2.15 shows the four different types of chord quality, 
the intervals between notes that are associated with them, as well as the Roman numeral assigned 
to the chord. The Roman numeral showed is specifically for the supertonic triad, but can be 
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applied to any Roman numeral.  
Table 2.15 
Type Interval Roman Numeral 
Diminished Root to 3rd: 3 half steps     3rd to 5th: 3 half steps  
Minor Root to 3rd: 3 half steps     3rd to 5th: 4 half steps  
Major Root to 3rd: 4 half steps     3rd to 5th: 3 half steps  
Augmented Root to 3rd: 4 half steps     3rd to 5th: 4 half steps  
  
After all the chords were identified for the first phrase of each piece, they were then 
tallied and recorded on Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. The spreadsheets consisted of a count of 
the amount of beats for the duration of every chord (I-VII) for every piece for both composers. 
The chords were tallied to find totals for each separate chord, as well as all chords for one piece 
(equal to the total of beats in the first phrase). The spreadsheet for the Bach and Chopin chord 
frequencies can be found in Appendix B (page 56) and C (page 57) respectively.  
 The final step of the analysis was to identify nonharmonic tones (or non-chord tones). 
Non-chord tones are notes in the piece that do not belong in the particular chord that represents 
that measure or beat. While looking for non-chord tones, it is important to keep in mind the type 
of chord you are looking at. If the chord is a triad, then the seventh of the chord will be seen as a 
non-chord tone. It is crucial to identify when the seventh or the ninth are acting as chord tones or 
not. Table 2.16 lists the different types of non-chord tones and provides a definition and 
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Table 2.16 
Passing Tone (PT) Approached by step and continues by step in the same direction 
(Nonharmonic tones, 2000).  
Upper Neighboring 
Tone (UN) 
Approached by step to note above and returns by step to original note 
(Nonharmonic tones, 2000).  
Lower Neighboring 
Tone (LN) 
Approached by step to note below and returns by step to original note 
(Nonharmonic tones, 2000).  
Anticipation (Ant) Approached by step and remains the same. A note of the following chord 
played early (Nonharmonic tones, 2000). 
Escape Tone (ET) Approached by step and departs by skip in opposite direction 
(Nonharmonic tones, 2000). 
Suspension (S) Always accented non-chord tone, approached by the same note and then 
steps downward (Nonharmonic tones, 2000) 
Pedal Tone (P) A repeating note or sustained note. Starts as a chord tone, stays the same 
as a non chord tone, resolves as a chord tone (Gottry, 2012). 
 
 
For example, if the piece is in C major and the beat is a tonic chord, this chord contains 
the notes C, E, and G. If there is an F in the beat somewhere, that does not change the whole 
chord for the beat, because every other note in the beat matches up with the chord. The F is 
instead a non-chord tone. These tones were identified in each first phrase of each prelude. 
This project looks at non-chord tones because they assist in adding variety and color to a 
piece. After the initial Roman numeral analysis was completed, all the non-chord tones were 
recorded into an Excel spreadsheet. The frequency of each non-chord tone per piece per 
composer was recorded, as well as totals of all types of non-chord tones and all non-chord tones 
in general. In this research, the non-chord tones were looked at specifically for commonality and 
usage of each type. The spreadsheet for the Bach and Chopin non-chord tone frequencies can be 
found in Appendix D (page 58) and E (page 59) respectively. 
        Based on traditional Roman numeral analysis, I decided to analyze each piece by beat. 
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After marking the ending of the first phrase in each piece, each measure in the first phrase was 
split up by beat. The deconstruction of each measure by beat depended on the time signature. 
The time signature is like a fraction, with a ‘numerator’ and ‘denominator’. In simple meter (the 
‘numerator’ is 2, 3, or 4), the ‘numerator’ tells you how many beats are in each measure and the 
‘denominator’ tells you what written note value measures the beat. So a 3/4 time signature means 
that there are 3 beats per measure and the beat is measured by the quarter note. For this project, 
when I encountered a 3/4 time signature I split the measure into 3 beats and each beat was the 
length of a quarter note. Often if the number of beats per measure is higher than 4 (implying 
compound meter) then the composer structures the piece so that even though a 6 may be the 
‘numerator’, there are actually 2 beats per measure. In these compound cases, I counted the 
actual number of beats per measure, rather than every beat division portrayed by the ‘numerator’ 
of the time signature.  
        I divided every measure in the first phrase by beat. Once the Roman numeral analysis 
was completed, each beat was given a chord. Recording chords by beat rather than measure 
helped the results be more comparable across pieces.  
 After completing the initial music theory analysis of the preludes, they were submitted 
for review by Dr. Patricia Julien, a professor of music theory. Together, we edited each piece to 
ensure correct and thorough analysis. A sample of the Roman numeral analysis can be found in 
Appendix A (page 55). 
 Although this research only records certain aspects of a musical composition, it is still 
important to be aware of all aspects of the composition and factor them into the results. There 
were certain elements of analysis that had to be looked at specifically to decide upon a 
measurement strategy. Two examples of this are modulation and tonicization. 
 Modulation is when a piece changes its key. This can happen anywhere in the piece, and 
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can happen for different lengths and in different ways. Modulation during the first phrase was 
not very popular in the pieces considered in this project, although it was definitely present in 
some pieces. If a piece modulated, I would record it during my music analysis, but when 
recording the chord frequencies, I would record and count all chords generally. This means that 
if a piece modulated to the dominant half way through the first phrase, and ended the phrase in 
the key of the dominant, on the tonic chord (ending on the dominant of the original key), then I 
would count that as a tonic chord. Although the tonic chords found in the piece are technically 
different chords, I was looking at functionality, and the tonic chord at the end of the phrase 
functions just like the tonic chords found in the original key.  
 Tonicization occurs when a chord or short succession of chords are borrowed from 
another key in order to emphasize a chord in the home key (Moseley, 2013). Tonicization always 
occurs within a phrase; it does not exceed the limits of a phrase (Moseley, 2013). Tonicization is 
not a complete change in key, just a slight variation from the original key. Often a chord that 
may seem out of place when analyzing in terms of the key of the piece becomes very 
understandable when taking into account tonicization. In this research, tonicization was recorded 
in the same way modulation was. If I came across a V/ii chord, I counted that as a V chord. 
Again, although this ‘V’ chord is different than the ‘V’ chord of the tonic, it is functioning the 
same way, so it will be counted the same way. 
Statistical Analysis 
 After the music analysis was completed and all the Microsoft Excel spreadsheets were 
created recording the number of beats per first phrase, and number of chords of each type found 
in the first phrase, and the number and type of non chord tones in the first phrase, the data could 
be imported into SAS, or put into graphs using Excel. 
There were a few different tests that I could have used to test the data sets. Since I was 
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interested in pairing the data by key, I chose to test the data with a two-tailed t-test of paired 
difference between Bach and Chopin. Pairing the data gave me 24 different numbers to compare. 
This t-test assesses whether the mean difference of groups are statistically different from each 
zero, indicating a difference between Bach and Chopin. There are a few requirements for using a 
t-test: 
• The observations need to be independent. This is true since the preludes are independent 
pieces. 
• The observations need to be paired. This was true, as the preludes were matched by key. 
• The sample needs to be fairly large. While a large number of notes, chords, etc., were 
analyzed, the sample size is not as large statistically. But this research assumes it was 
large enough that a t-test would work. Still, it must be remembered that the sample size, 
n=24, was not very large in statistical terms so there is less power in the t-test than if 
there were more data. 
The hypotheses for this test were: 
Null hypothesis: the mean difference in chord proportion is equal to zero. 
Alternate hypothesis: the mean difference in chord proportion is not equal to zero. 
The test of paired differences was used on two main types of outcomes of the music 
analysis. SAS was used for these tests in the following ways: 
 I. Using chord frequency data, a two-tailed t-test of the data was performed to find p-
values. The coding for this test can be found in Appendix G (pages 62-65). For each separate 
Bach and Chopin prelude, the proportion of the number of beats featuring each chord out of the 
total number of beats was found. For example, for the D major prelude, the proportion was the 
number of beats that were the I chord out of the total number of beats. This was done for both the 
Bach and Chopin D major preludes separately, giving 48 proportions. Then the difference in the 
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proportion for Bach and Chopin was found. This provided 24 separate differences. The t-test 
compares the average of these differences, testing whether this mean difference was equal to 
zero, or otherwise. The p-value of the t-test estimates the likelihood that the average difference 
observed is other than 0 just by chance. In this paper, a significance level of 0.05 was applied. 
That is, if the p-value is less than 0.05, that suggests that the difference in the data is not due to 
chance, and we can suspect a real difference between Bach and Chopin in terms of the chord 
being observed for that p-value. If the p-value is greater than 0.05, that suggests that the 
difference in the data may be due to chance.  
 II. SAS was also used to run a two tailed t-test to find p-values for the proportion 
differences for each non chord tone. The Excel sheet used for this coding can be found in 
Appendix H (pages 66-67), and the SAS coding for this can be found in Appendix I (page 68). 
Similarly to the chords approach, the non chord tone spreadsheets were imported into SAS. The 
differences in the proportion of each type of non chord tone out of the total number of non chord 
tones were compared. The p-values again, suggest whether the average differences in Bach’s and 
Chopin’s use of non chord tones is due to chance or not. 
 III. Finally, SAS was also used to display the chord progression graphs. The chord 
progressions were recorded in Excel spreadsheets, found in Appendix F (pages 60-61), with the 
progression of the chords in the first phrase increasing as beat increased. The codes imported 
these spreadsheets, and used a series plot to create line graphs modeling progression. The code 
for this can be found in Appendix J (pages 69-75). 
 In addition to using SAS, Microsoft Excel was also used to graph data. There were four 
graphs that used Microsoft Excel: 
 I. The first graph was a stacked bar chart graph of chord frequency for all the preludes by 
Bach on one graph. A similar graph was created for Chopin. The x-axis consists of all the 
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preludes, and the y-axis consists of all the frequency counts. The types of chords are stacked on 
top of each other for each prelude. 
 II. The second graph was a breakdown of the above graphs. They showed chord 
frequency for each prelude, displaying Bach and Chopin on the same graph. This required a 
transposition of the spreadsheet used for the first graphs.  
 III. Excel was also used to make pie charts displaying the non-chord tones used for each 
individual piece. This is a proportion graph of each type of non chord tone out of the total 
number of non chord tones for the graph. The spreadsheet for this data is found in Appendix D 
and E (pages 57-58). 
 IV. Finally, Excel was used to make two large pie charts, one for Bach and Chopin, 
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Results 
i. Chord Frequency Graphs 
Table 3.10 (pages 25-26) shows the individual chord frequency graphs for each piece. It displays 
the frequencies of Bach and Chopin on the same graph.z 
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The chord frequency graphs found in Table 3.10 show that some chords are more 
commonly used than other chords. In addition to some chords being more common than others, 
they show the similarities between Bach and Chopin and their respective use of chords. Although 
the specific number of each chord used in the first phrase does not always match, the patterns of 
chord usage are very important and show trends and similarities. The C minor preludes shows 
similarities in chords used by composer. Although the prelude shows differences in the actual 
number of I chords used in the phrase, the patterns are very visible. Both composers use the I, 
IV, and V chords for the majority of the chords used. These similarities do not suggest that the C 
minor preludes for Bach and Chopin sound the same, but they do suggest that the major 
construction of the prelude is similar in consideration of what chords the composers are primarily 
using. In general, the data shows that the I and V chords are the most commonly used chord 
between both Bach and Chopin.  
There are some preludes that seem to have extreme differences between the amounts of 
each chord used, such as the F minor prelude. Chopin mostly makes use of the V chord, while 
Bach makes very small use of the I, II, and VII chords. The chord frequency p-value test found 
later in the results section was made to specifically measure these differences, and quantify how 
different they actually are. 
Table 3.11 (page 28) shows the overall frequency of chords for every piece composed by 
Chopin.  
Table 3.12 (page 28) shows the overall frequency of chords for every piece composed by Bach. 
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Tables 3.11 and 3.12 are condensed versions of table 3.10. Table 3.11 shows all of the 
frequencies of the preludes composed by Bach on one graph, and similarly for Table 3.12 and 
Chopin. The main result that can be seen from these graphs is, again, the usage of each chord and 
the commonality of each chord. These graphs solidify the notion that the I and V chords are the 
most commonly used chords for both composers in these preludes.  
ii. Chord Frequency p-values 
Table 3.13 shows the p-values, confidence intervals, and overall percentages for both Bach and 
Chopin for each chord. The p-value shows whether each difference comparing Bahc and Chopin 
is significant or not for the proportion of each chord, and the significance is stated in the last 
column. 
Table 3.13 
Chord P-value Lower CI Upper CI % Bach % Chopin Significant? 
I 0.5238 -0.17685 0.09255 45.66% 36.43% No 
II 0.0469 -0.09848 -0.00074 11.17% 8.21% Yes 
III 0.1406 -0.00911 0.06040 2.98% 4.46% No 
IV 0.5850 -0.06379 0.03684 7.94% 8.93% No 
V 0.0942 -0.01598 0.18861 22.08% 29.82% No 
VI 0.9189 -0.03751 0.04143 4.71% 5.00% No 
VII 0.5747 -0.07625 0.04334 6.45% 7.14% No 
 
Table 3.13 shows the p-value, 95% confidence interval, % Bach and % Chopin, and 
significance for each chord. The table shows the overall % of chords for Bach and Chopin, so the 
reader can see the overall averages of the numbers that are being compared. The confidence 
intervals show that we can be 95% sure that the difference between Bach and Chopin’s usage of 
each chord is between the lower confidence limit and the upper confidence limit. Finally, the p-
value shows whether the difference in usage of each chord for Bach and Chopin is significant or 
not, which is also declared in the table. 
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 The proportion of the I chord used for all Bach preludes in 45.66%, and the proportion of 
the I chord used for all Chopin preludes is 36.43%.  I am 95% confidence that the difference in 
the proportion of this chord over the first phrase is between -0.17685 and 0.09255. Overall, the 
p-value of the differences is 0.5238, which is a fairly large p-value and implies that the 
difference in the usage of the I chord between composers is not significant. This is very 
interesting, because it means that overall, the difference in the amount that both Bach and 
Chopin use the I chord can be seen as a result of chance.  
 For the II chord, the proportion of the II chord used for all the Bach preludes is 11.17%, 
and the proportion of the II chord used for all the Chopin preludes is 8.21%.  I am 95% confident 
that the difference in the proportion of this chord over the first phrase is -0.09848 and -0.00074. 
The p-value of the differences is 0.0469, indicating that there is a significant difference in the 
usage of the II chord between Bach and Chopin. This is noted in the table. 
Table 3.14 (page 31) shows the difference in proportion of each chord used by Bach and Chopin 
for every prelude.  
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Table 3.14 
 
Prelude I II III IV V VI VII 
C major -0.125 -0.25 0 0.125 0.25 0 0 
C minor -0.25 0 0 0 0.125 0.125 0 
C#/Db major -0.0133 -0.12 0.0667 -0.12 0.3067 -0.12 0 
C# minor -0.2083 0 0 0.1667 0.0417 0 0 
D major -0.3719 -0.0181 0.0816 0.0204 0.2063 0.0816 0 
D minor 0.5238 -0.1429 0 -0.0952 -0.2381 -0.0476 -0.1429 
Eb major -0.0754 -0.1333 0.0435 -0.0464 0.0377 0.0435 0.1304 
Eb minor -0.3045 0.075 0.175 -0.2227 0.275 0.225 -0.2227 
E major -0.2521 -0.0966 0.0588 0.0588 0.0672 0.1176 0.0462 
E minor -0.3397 -0.0413 0 0.1333 0.0254 0.0444 0.1778 
F major 0.5139 -0.125 0 -0.125 -0.1389 -0.125 0 
F minor -0.4538 -0.1429 0 0 0.8824 0 -0.2857 
F# major 0.0978 0 0 0 -0.0978 0 -0.0435 
F# minor -0.1755 0.2261 -0.1277 -0.0426 0.3112 -0.0638 -0.1277 
G major 0.5714 0 0 -0.2857 0 0 -0.2857 
G minor -0.5493 -0.0526 0.125 0.1875 -0.0855 0.125 0.25 
Ab major -0.2753 0.0526 0 0.1579 0.0121 0 0.0526 
G# minor 0.0871 -0.1402 0.0417 -0.0568 0.1174 0.0417 -0.0909 
A major 0.2964 0.1265 0.0435 -0.0474 -0.2806 -0.1818 0.0435 
A minor 0.1364 -0.2 0.2727 -0.1 0 0 -0.1091 
Bb major 0.0392 0.0662 -0.0760 0.0907 -0.0686 -0.0515 0 
Bb minor -0.3452 0 0.0323 -0.0742 0.0645 0 0.2581 
B major 0.1429 -0.1905 -0.0476 -0.0476 0.3810 -0.1429 -0.0952 
B minor 0.3188 -0.1481 -0.0741 0 -0.1224 -0.0242 0.0499 
 
 Table 3.14 breaks down the differences that the p-values are measuring. The table goes 
through for every prelude, the difference between Bach and Chopin of the proportion of each 
number chord. These differences are what are being compared by the test run to find the p-value.  
iii. Chord Progression Graphs  
Table 3.15 (pages 32-35) shows the progression graphs for each piece, displaying the Bach and 
Chopin progressions on the same graph. 
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 The chord progression graphs are very interesting musically. They do not measure 
anything necessarily statistically, but they do give an interesting way to look at the music 
graphically. The graphs are set up with beat on the x-axis and chord on the y-axis, and they 
demonstrate the progression of the first phrase of each prelude. The corresponding preludes by 
key are graphed on the same graph, with the solid line showing Chopin and the dashed line Bach.  
 The most interesting thing seen on these graphs are the starting and ending point. It is 
very hard to take in what is going on in the middle, other than an overall phrase shape. It is seen 
that almost every prelude for both Bach and Chopin start on the I chord, and almost every first 
phrase ends either on the I or V chord. Chopin’s D major prelude is an example to an exception 
to the prelude starting on the I chord, and instead starts on the V chord. This is also seen in 
Chopin’s F minor and B major preludes. In addition, Chopin begins his A major prelude on the 
III chord, which is much more unusual than starting on the V chord. Another interesting note is 
that Bach never starts his preludes anywhere other than on the I chord. This may be a reflection 
of the time period, and how the general composers may have had different techniques during that 
period. Again, most phrases by both composers end at the I chord, but there is more variability in 
this case, with many of them ending on the V chord as well. Chopin’s D minor prelude is an 
exception to this, with the phrase ending on the III chord. These graphs are interesting and useful 
in terms of gathering all of the first phrases from the preludes and simplifying them so one can 
look at all of them at the same time and in the same way. 
 iv. Non-Chord Tone Graphs 
Table 3.16 (pages 37-40) shows each pie chart of non-chord tones. The left side is Bach and the 
right side is Chopin, matching by key. 
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Non-chord tones were graphed using a series of pie charts showing the usage of each type of 
non-chord tones by piece. This series of graphs included 48 different pie charts- one for each 
prelude and each composer- with the corresponding preludes by key having pie charts side by 
side. These charts aid with visual representation of the difference in usage of non-chord tones. 
Non-chord tones were also graphed with two pie charts for each composers’ use of non-chord 
tones overall, for every prelude looked at. These graphs overall represent the commonality of 
each type of chord tone based on the number of overall non-chord tones. 
These graphs are interesting because there does not seem to be many patterns or 
commonalities between corresponding preludes. The only common occurrence that can be seen 
from the pie charts is that passing tone seems to be the most common non-chord one used. Some 
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Bach’s D major prelude and Bach’s Eb major prelude. In addition, there seems to be no recurring 
correlation between Bach and Chopin preludes and the proportion of non-chord tones used. For 
example, Bach’s D major prelude only uses one type of non-chord tone for the entire piece, 
while Chopin’s D major prelude uses three different kinds of non-chord tones fairly evenly 
throughout the piece. 
Table 3.17 (page 42) shows the overall frequency of non-chord tones used by Bach in general.  
Table 3.18 (page 42) shows the overall frequency of non-chord tones used by Chopin in general.   
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The graphs in Table 3.17 are the overall graphs for all the non-chord tones used all the 
preludes composed by Bach, and similarly in Table 3.18 for Chopin. These graphs solidify the 
assumption made by looking at the previous graphs, that the most popular non-chord tone used 
for both composers is the passing tone. These graphs also show that for Bach, the second most 
popular non-chord tone is the lower neighbor, and for Chopin, the second most popular non-
chord tone is the incomplete neighbor. Both of these graphs nicely condense the smaller pie 
charts in 3.16 to see the overall trends. 
 v. Non-Chord Tone p-values 
Table 3.19 shows the p-values, confidence intervals, the individual percentages for overall usage 
for Bach and Chopin, and tells whether it is significant or not, for each piece comparing the  
Table 3.19 
 





Lower Neighbor 0.0428 -­‐0.00604 0.33377 20.98% 5.15% Yes 
Passing Tone 0.1735 -­‐0.06079 0.31802 57.59% 41.98% No 
Pedal Tone 0.4401 -­‐0.06600 0.14682 3.35% 3.56% No 
Suspension 0.1103 -­‐0.14277 0.01562 3.57% 7.33% No 
Anticipation 0.1511 -­‐0.07008 0.01151 2.23% 4.95% No 
Upper Neighbor 0.1019 -­‐0.10461 0.01361 6.47% 9.11% No 
Incomplete 
Neighbor 
0.0029 -­‐0.32913 -­‐0.07720 3.13% 21.78% Yes 
Escape Tone 0.2182 -­‐0.05550 0.01336 2.68% 6.14% No 
 
 Table 3.19 shows the p-value, 95% confidence interval, % Bach and % Chopin, and 
significance for each non-chord tone type. The table shows the overall % of non-chord tones for 
Bach and Chopin, so the reader can see the numbers that are being compared. The confidence 
intervals show that we can be 95% sure that the difference between Bach and Chopin’s usage of 
each non-chord tone is between the lower confidence level and the upper confidence level. 
Finally, the p-value shows whether the difference in usage of each non-chord tone for Bach and 
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Chopin is significant or not, and could be a result of chance or not. 
 The proportion of lower neighbor tones used for all Bach preludes in 20.98%, and the 
proportion of lower neighbor tones used for all Chopin preludes is 5.95%.  I am 95% confidence 
that the difference in the proportion of this chord over the entire piece is between -0.00604 and 
0.33377. Overall, the p-value of the differences is 0.0428, which implies that the difference in 
the usage of lower neighbor tones between composers is significant. This is very interesting, 
because it means that overall, the amount that both Bach and Chopin use lower neighbor tones is 
significantly different.  
 Looking at the rest of the table, it is seen that almost all the other p-values are above 0.05, 
the level of significance, with the exception of incomplete neighbors. This means that the 
differences in usage of every non-chord tone, except for incomplete neighbors and lower 
neighbor, between Bach and Chopin is not significant and could be a result of chance. Since the 
p-value for incomplete neighbors is 0.0029, there is a significant difference in the proportion 
used by Bach and Chopin. Again, overall the amount that both Bach and Chopin use each non-
chord tone is not significantly different, with the exception of two types. Although this does not 
suggest that the preludes sound the same, this does show that the difference in the way the 
preludes are composed as to what non-chord tones are used and how often they are used may be 
due to chance instead of fundamental differences in composing. 
Table 3.20 (page 45) shows for each prelude, the difference in proportion of each type of non-
chord tone for Bach and Chopin. This shows a breakdown of how the p-values were found. 
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Table 3.20 
 
Prelude Lower Passing Pedal Suspension Anticipation Upper Incomplete Escape 
C major 0 -0.2857 0 0 -0.1429 -0.5714 0 0 
C minor 0.9333 -0.25 0.0667 -0.25 0 0 -0.5 0 
C#/Db major 0 0.3 0 0.1 0 -0.4 0 0 
C# minor 0.15 0.0125 0 0 0.0125 -0.175 0 0 
D major 0 0.7 0 0 0 -0.25 -0.45 0 
D minor 0 -0.5 0.4 0 0 0 0.1 0 
Eb major -0.1630 0.5778 -0.1259 0.0741 0 0.0370 -0.4 0 
Eb minor 0.25 0.15 0 -0.15 -0.4 -0.1 0.25 0 
E major 0.4935 0.0390 0 -0.6234 0 0 0.0909 0 
E minor 0.2759 0.2804 -0.3158 -0.1316 -0.1579 0.0408 -0.0263 0.0345 
F major 0.2727 0.7273 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
F minor 0.1429 0.1558 0.2857 0 -0.0909 -0.0682 -0.2208 -0.2045 
F# major 0.01667 0.2667 0 0.5 0.1 -0.0333 -0.6 0.2 
F# minor 0.0435 0.4240 0 0 0 -0.2210 -0.1232 -0.1232 
G major 0 -0.7297 1 0 0 0 -0.2703 0 
G minor 0.2439 0.3523 0 -0.5556 -0.0867 0.2439 -0.0867 -0.1111 
Ab major 1 -0.0909 0 -0.0909 0 0 -0.7273 -0.0909 
G# minor 0.0559 0.1484 -0.0417 -0.0833 0.0630 0 -0.1667 0.0244 
A major 0.0714 0.9286 -0.3636 -0.0909 0 0 -0.4545 -0.0909 
A minor -0.7857 0.2857 0 0 0 0.2857 0.2143 0 
Bb major 1 -0.9063 0 0 0 0 -0.0938 0 
Bb minor 0.2078 -0.2213 0 0.2353 0 0.0405 -0.2110 -0.0513 
B major 0.0357 0.2649 0.0645 0.0645 0 -0.2835 -0.1460 0 
B minor -0.1667 0.4074 0 -0.0741 0 -0.1111 -01296 0.0741 
 
Table 3.20 breaks down the differences that the p-values are measuring. The table goes through 
for every non-chord tone, the difference between Bach and Chopin of the proportion of each 
non-chord tone used. These differences are being compared in the test run to find the p-value. 
Since most of the p-values are not significant, it means that most of the differences in table 3.20 
are not significantly different from each other. 
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Discussion 
 i. Chord Frequency Graphs 
 Tables 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 reveal some interesting aspects of the usage of chords. In 
music theory, it is often taught that the I and V chords are common chords to use when 
composing. The graphs solidify this theory. At first glance, the largest frequencies seen most 
often fall under either the I or V chord. Looking further, it seems that the II chord and VII chord 
are also somewhat common. These chords could be common because of cadences. A possible 
cadence that the composers could be using would be a ‘II-V-I’ cadence.  
As for the preludes that differ greatly, it is harder to quantify these differences based on 
key. For example, the F minor prelude shows that Bach and Chopin used very different chords 
for these preludes. It is unclear as to why the F minor prelude specifically shows these 
differences. It could be a result of F minor seemingly being a less common key to compose in. 
This is only an assumption though, seeing as we do not actually know the statistics of the most 
common keys to compose in. It is very interesting to note which preludes have large differences, 
especially for further study.  
 ii. Chord Frequency p-values 
Table 3.13 shows the p-values for each chord used in the preludes, and compares Bach 
and Chopin. All the p-values are greater than the level of significance, with the exception of the 
II chord, meaning that Bach and Chopin do not differ significantly in the chords used for all 
other chords. Although this does not suggest in any way that the preludes sound the same, this 
does show that the preludes are composed in similar ways as to what chords are used and how 
often they are used. This aligns with my hypothesis that the frequency of the chords used would 
not be significantly different. 
It is noteworthy to mention the II chord though, since it has the smallest p-value. This 
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implies that the most significant difference was found between the usage of the II chords, and it 
is more likely that the difference in usage of the II chord is a fundamental difference in the 
composing techniques of each composer. As mentioned above, the II chord is used in some 
traditional cadences. Since the percentage that Bach uses the II chord is greater than the 
percentage that Chopin uses it, this may be a result of Bach making use of the traditional cadence 
mentioned. In order to make concrete conclusions on this difference, much more in depth 
analysis of the use of the II chord would need to take place. 
iii. Chord Progression Graphs 
 Looking at the chord progression graphs, it is seen that Bach begins and ends every first 
phrase of each prelude with either the I or V chord. He does not stray from this pattern. 
Alternately, all but one of Chopin’s preludes start on either the I or V chord. In addition, all but 
one of Chopin’s prelude end the first phrase on either the I or V chord. This gives more 
explanation to the chord frequency graphs showing that the I and V chords were the most 
frequently used chords. Considering that both Bach and Chopin primarily use these chords to 
begin and end the first phrase, it makes sense that those chords would be more frequently used 
than others. The fact that Bach never strays from these common chords could be reflective of the 
time periods the composers lived in. It seems that Bach’s time period may have been stricter with 
the guidelines of composing, where Chopin may have felt more flexibility on how to begin and 
end phrases and preludes.  
iv. Non-Chord Tone Graphs 
 While analyzing the preludes, it was clear that passing tones were the most commonly 
used non-chord tones. This could be because they are an easy and quick transition between chord 
tones that are only a 3rd apart. This transition also sounds very nice to the listener.  
v. Non-Chord Tone p-values 
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 The results in Table 3.19 show that the p-values comparing non-chord tone usage are all 
greater than the level significance, with the exception of two non-chord tone types. This implies 
that most of the differences of non-chord tones for Bach and Chopin may be due to chance 
instead of fundamental differences in composing. This does not entirely align with my 
hypothesis. I predicted that the difference in proportion of non-chord tones would be very 
different. Although the p-values for the non-chord tones are mostly not significant, it is 
interesting to compare the p-values found for chord frequency and non-chord tone. Overall, the 
p-values found for chord frequency are much larger than the p-values for non-chord tone. So, 
although it is found that overall the difference in non-chord tones is not significant, it is 
interesting to note that there is less difference in chord frequency than there is in difference of 
non-chord tones, and that non-chord tones are more likely to be different due to fundamental 
differences in composing than chord frequencies. Perhaps if we had more preludes, hence more 
statistical power, we would have detected some more differences. 
Conclusion 
 The analysis on the phrases of these preludes shows that in general, statistically, there is 
not much difference in the elements that were being looked at. This implies that any differences 
found in the elements may have been due to chance, rather than fundamental differences in 
composing. There were a few exceptions to this general conclusion, with the II chord, lower 
neighbors, and incomplete neighbors. The graphs show that some chords were much more 
commonly used than others, and more specifically that some chords were much more commonly 
used to begin and end a phrase than others. In addition, the graphs show that passing tones are by 
far the most used non-chord tone. Musically, this shows that when looking at these elements, 
Bach and Chopin had similar approaches in terms of what chords they used, what non-chord 
tones they used, and how they began and ended the first phrase of these preludes.  
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Limitations and Recommendations 
Limitations 
 There were two major limitations I experienced during this research process. The first 
was the fact that all the initial analysis was done by hand. The second was the volume of the 
elments to analyze. Due to these two limitations, I had to be careful and cautious about how 
much I took on, so that I could thoroughly complete all the by-hand analysis in the amount of 
time I had to complete the paper.  
 The results of these limitations mainly consisted of having to choose what to study. In 
terms of the music being studied, I had to choose a concise group of music. The preludes stood 
out well because they corresponded by key, but given the time and either a more efficient way of 
analyzing, or more people to help analyze, I may have chosen to pick more music to analyze. On 
a similar note, the notion to only analyze the first phrase was very much directed by the concern 
with volume and ability. Again, had I had a more efficient way of analyzing, or a team of people 
to help, I would have done more analysis on the preludes. 
 In addition to the amount and length of the music looked at, given the time and resources 
I would have been able to analyze and record more aspects of the music. There are many parts of 
a Roman numeral analysis that can be looked at, I was only able to record certain parts. Although 
I had to take into account many other parts of the Roman numeral analysis while analyzing the 
preludes, I did not have to excessively analyze these other aspects because I was not recording 
them.  
 Another result of these limitations that I faced was a lack of statistical data. While 48 
preludes is a large number of separate pieces, and requires extensive amount of musical analysis, 
it only provides 24 numbers for a paired t-test, which is a fairly small amount of data 
statistically. Due to these limitations, the data I collected was large enough to create graphs and 
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run tests, but the tests run have less power because of the small data set. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
 As mentioned above, there were a number of elements that I was not able to look at 
specifically in this research due to the two major limitation factors of volume and method of 
analysis. If I were to pursue this research, or if someone else were to pursue this research, there 
are a few more elements that can be looked at and factored into the entire analysis and paper. 
 First, I would analyze the entire preludes, not just the first phrase. This is a very involved 
task, as many of the preludes get very complex after the first phrase. My suggestions would be 
that if you had some software or a device to help with the Roman numeral analysis, that would 
be the best way to go about this. Although it can be done by hand, it would be extremely 
laborious and require the persons involved to have extensive knowledge in music theory. If 
someone was able to analyze the entire prelude though, it would add significant numbers to the 
tests and graphs already applied, and would be very interesting to see. 
 In addition to analyzing the entire prelude, I would recommend analyzing and recording 
more aspects from the Roman numeral analysis. In this project, I recorded chord and non chord 
tones, but there are many more things one could measure. One of the very interesting things I 
would recommend observing is cadence. It seems as though Bach’s cadences are much more 
traditional than Chopin’s, and it would be very interesting to see if that was the case statistically. 
I would also recommend considering chord position- root position, 1st inversion, 2nd inversion, 
etc. and chord type- triad, 7th, 9th. The type of chord used- major/minor, would also be 
interesting to consider. It would be useful to analyze major/minor chords based off of what they 
‘should’ be in the major/minor scale of the tonic key. There are also more types of non chord 
tones that I was not able to factor in to this study, such as accented passing tone, accented 
neighbor tone, and more.  
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 As for the graphs, there are two initial changes and further steps I would recommend. The 
first recommendation would be to recreate the chord frequency graphs, but as proportions instead 
of frequencies. The frequency graphs are useful, but I think proportion (you could use a pie 
chart) would give a more accurate read on the relative usage of each chord. In addition, I would 
recommend somehow putting music to the chord progression graphs. I am not exactly sure how 
this would sound, but if a note or chord could be applied with each value on the chord 
progression graphs, it would be so interesting to see how that matches up with the sound of the 
first phrase. 
 As you can see, there are many steps to take in furthering this project. Given a larger data 
set, there are many more possibilities in how to statistically analyze the data as well. I would 
encourage anyone to continue on with this data if so interested. 
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Appendix 
A. Music Analyses Example 
 










Chopin C Major Prelude 
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B. Bach chord frequency spreadsheets 
 
# key F.P. I II III IV V VI VII 1% 0.45657568
1 C3major 16 8 4 0 0 4 0 0 2% 0.11166253
2 C3minor 16 8 0 0 4 4 0 0 3% 0.02977667
3 C#Db3major 25 12 3 0 3 4 3 0 4% 0.07940447
4 C#3minor 24 13 0 0 0 11 0 0 5% 0.22084367
5 D3major 9 5 2 0 0 2 0 0 6% 0.0471464
6 D3minor 21 8 3 1 3 5 1 3 7% 0.06451613
7 Eb3major 15 7 2 0 2 4 0 0
8 Eb3minor 11 5 0 0 3 0 0 3
9 E3major 14 6 3 0 0 4 0 1
10 E3minor 14 6 4 0 0 4 0 0
11 F3major 8 3 1 0 1 2 1 0
12 F3minor 7 4 1 0 0 0 0 2
13 F#3major 23 15 0 0 0 8 0 1
14 F#3minor 47 20 7 6 2 3 3 6
15 G3major 14 6 0 0 4 0 0 4
16 G3minor 19 14 1 0 0 4 0 0
17 Ab3major 13 7 0 0 0 6 0 0
18 G#3minor 11 5 2 0 2 1 0 1
19 A3major 11 2 1 0 1 5 2 0
20 A3minor 10 5 2 0 1 0 0 2
21 Bb3major 17 5 1 2 2 4 3 0
22 Bb3minor 10 7 0 0 3 0 0 0
23 B3major 21 4 4 1 1 6 3 2
24 B3minor 27 9 4 2 0 8 3 1
403 184 45 12 32 89 19 26
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D. Bach non chord tone frequency spreadsheets 
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E. Chopin non chord tone frequency spreadsheets 
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F. Chord progression spreadsheets 
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G.  
Chord progression spreadsheets continued. 
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PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.BACH  
            DATAFILE= "Z:\B. First prase & cord freq.xlsx"  
            DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE; 
     RANGE="Sheet1$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
     MIXED=NO; 
     SCANTEXT=YES; 
     USEDATE=YES; 





PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.CHOPIN  
            DATAFILE= "Z:\C. First prase & cord freq.xlsx"  
            DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE; 
     RANGE="Sheet1$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
     MIXED=NO; 
     SCANTEXT=YES; 
     USEDATE=YES; 
     SCANTIME=YES; 
RUN; 
 
*sort and merge data by key, find proportion of I chords in first phrase for each piece 
find the difference of each proportion of I chords.; 
 
proc sort data=bach; by key; run; 
proc sort data=chopin; by key; run; 
data all; 
merge bach chopin; 
by key; 













proc univariate data=new plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var diff1; 
histogram diff1 / normal; 










proc univariate data=new plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var Diff2; 
histogram Diff2 / normal; 










proc univariate data=new plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var diff3; 
histogram diff3 / normal; 











proc univariate data=new plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var diff4; 
histogram diff4 / normal; 










proc univariate data=new plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var diff5; 
histogram diff5 / normal; 










proc univariate data=new plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var diff6; 
histogram diff6 / normal; 
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proc univariate data=new plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var diff7; 
histogram diff7 / normal; 
probplot diff7 / normal (mu=est sigma=est); 
run; 
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0 14 blower 0.20982143
30 4 bpassing 0.57589286
10 4 bpedal 0.03348214
16 20 bsuspension 0.03571429
9 24 banticipation 0.02232143
10 2 bupper 0.06473214
27 5 bincomplete 0.03125
4 20 bescape 0.02678571
11 7 clower 0.05148515
29 38 cpassing 0.41980198
11 7 cpedal 0.03564356
7 44 csuspension 0.07326733
20 15 canticipation 0.04950495
69 12 cupper 0.09108911
3 37 cincomplete 0.21782178
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Excel spreadsheet used for non-chord tone p-values continued. 
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J. SAS code p-values non chord tone frequency 
 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.NONCHORDTONE  
            DATAFILE= "Z:\bachopin nonchord tone.xlsx"  
            DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE; 
     RANGE="Sheet1$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
     MIXED=NO; 
     SCANTEXT=YES; 
     USEDATE=YES; 




proc univariate data=nonchordtone plot normal cibasic ciquantdf; 
var difflowerprop diffpassingprop diffpedalprop diffsuspensionprop diffanticipationprop  
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K. SAS code chord progression graphs 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.CHORDPROG  
            DATAFILE= "Z:\chordprog.xlsx"  
            DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE; 
     RANGE="Sheet1$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
     MIXED=NO; 
     SCANTEXT=YES; 
     USEDATE=YES; 
     SCANTIME=YES; 
RUN; 
 
ODS RTF file="Z:\chordprogression.rtf"; 
title "C major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=17; 
series x=beat y=ccmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bcmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "C minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=16; 
series x=beat y=ccminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bcminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "C# major/Db minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=25; 
series x=beat y=ccsharpmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
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series x=beat y=bcsharpmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "C# minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=24; 
series x=beat y=ccsharpminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bcsharpminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "D major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=49; 
series x=beat y=cdmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bdmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "D minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=21; 
series x=beat y=cdminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bdminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "Eb major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=23; 
series x=beat y=cebmajor /  
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  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bebmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "Eb minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=40; 
series x=beat y=cebminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bebminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "E major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=17; 
series x=beat y=cemajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bemajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "E minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=45; 
series x=beat y=ceminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=beminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "F major"; 
proc sgplot; 
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xaxis max=9; 
series x=beat y=cfmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bfmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "F minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=34; 
series x=beat y=cfminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bfminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "F# major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=23; 
series x=beat y=cfsharpmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bfsharpmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "F# minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=47; 
series x=beat y=cfsharpminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bfsharpminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
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title "G major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=22; 
series x=beat y=cgmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bgmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "G minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=19; 
series x=beat y=cgminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bgminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "Ab major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=19; 
series x=beat y=cabmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=babmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "Ab minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=24; 
series x=beat y=cgsharpminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bgsharpminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
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run; 
 
title "A major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=23; 
series x=beat y=camajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bamajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "A minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=11; 
series x=beat y=caminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=baminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "Bb major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=24; 
series x=beat y=cbbmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bbbmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "Bb minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=62; 
series x=beat y=cbbminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bbbminor /  
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  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "B major"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=21; 
series x=beat y=cbmajor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bbmajor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
 
title "B minor"; 
proc sgplot; 
xaxis max=27; 
series x=beat y=cbminor /  
  lineattrs= (thickness= 5) 
  legendlabel= "Chopin"; 
series x=beat y=bbminor /  
  lineattrs= (color=red thickness=5) 
  legendlabel= "Bach"; 
run; 
ODS RTF close; 
 
 
 
